
The “High Road/Low Road” Major Dilemma Spread
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Key Questions for Deck #1:

“Why has it come to this?” “How should I manage this situation?”

“Whom can I count on, or whom should I distrust?” “What's coming my way?”



The “High Road/Low Road” Major Dilemma Spread

This spread is designed for querents who are facing a major dilemma with no obvious relief in sight (the 

"damned if you do and damned if you don't" scenario), and don't know which way to turn. It uses two decks: 

Deck #1 is a "prepared" deck - separated into randomized "Majors," "Courts" and "Minors" packs - that is 

used to populate the horizontal axis of the spread. Deck #2 is shuffled together as usual and is used to populate 

the ascending and descending semi-arcs (the "horns of the dilemma"). Each of these 3-card trains is then used 

to derive a "quintessence" – or “quint” - card (see Appendix B) that speaks to the final state of the matter.

The horizontal line represents the dilemma itself; the cards are intended to answer "Why has it come to this?" 

(the Trump card drawn from Deck #1); "Whom can I count on?" or, alternatively, "Whom should I distrust?" 

(the Court card drawn from Deck #1) and "How should I manage the situation?" (the Minor card drawn from 

Deck #1). The "quint" card at the end of the line addresses "What's coming my way?"

The ascending semi-arc (the "High Road") shows the best-case scenario if the querent adheres to "right 

action" and proceeds in good faith. The descending semi-arc (the "Low Road") represents the worst-case 

scenario if the querent succumbs to the temptation to be less open and honest.

This spread should be worked by first drawing the Trump card from Deck #1, then the "Best Hope" and 

"Worst Fear" cards from Deck #2. Read the Elemental Dignities for this triplet with the Trump as the focus 

card, to see whether the reasons it indicates are fairly stated or distorted (showing either a "rose-colored 

glasses" or "persecution complex" slant). Then draw the Court card from Deck #1 and the best and worst 

"Advice" cards from Deck #2, and read the Elemental Dignities for that set to see if the person it describes is 

likely to offer or withhold constructive support and give clear or confusing (and possibly misleading) counsel. 

Next, draw the Minor card from Deck #1 and the best and worst "Action" cards from Deck #2, and read the 

Elemental Dignities to determine whether the querent is in a strong position to confront the situation or is 

challenged to mount an effective initiative on his or her own behalf.

The final step in setting up the spread is to derive the three "quint" cards from the main stem and the two side 

branches of the spread. The "sub-quints" show the best and worst possible outcome of the situation according 

to the choices made by the querent. The main "quint" expresses the overall outlook for successfully avoiding 

disaster. The Elemental Dignities for this triplet will show whether the outlook is biased either favorably or 

unfavorably by extenuating circumstances arising from the querent's coping actions.

Once this groundwork is laid, the spread can be read as three interlocking chains that show how the querent's 

experience of the dilemma is likely to play out.

Deck #1, Card 1: This Trump card is expected to show the major influence (usually external and initially 

beyond the querent's control) that led to the querent's plight. A positive card here could show that the querent 

misinterpreted something about the situation and is reacting wrongly to it.

Deck #1, Card 2: The support or interference of other people closely involved in the matter will be shown by 

this Court card. Well-dignified, this could be someone to count on when the going gets tough; ill-dignified, it 

could be someone to watch out for. If the dilemma is a psychological crisis of the querent's own making, this 

card could also reflect the attitude the querent should either adopt or avoid.

Deck #1, Card 3: The Minor card here gives practical advice on how the querent might approach managing the 

situation to best advantage; the downside shows the potential for missteps.

Deck #1, Card 4: This derived “quintessence” (produced by summing and reducing Cards 1 through 3) shows 

the long-range outlook for resolution of the problem. It will be a Trump card signifying the life-altering 

importance of the outcome. It will be either well-dignified and strengthened or ill-dignified and weakened by 

the “sub-quints” derived from the ascending and descending semi-arcs (Cards 4A and 4B). A negative or 

reversed card here would be improved by weakening, while the advantage of a positive card would be muted.



Deck #2, Cards 1A through 4A suggest the best-case coping strategy available to the querent.

Card 1A is the “way of hope” or optimism; a benevolent card here might show that the querent is looking at 

the reasons for the dilemma “through rose-colored glasses.” But it would also supply encouragement for going 

forward. A more stressful card would introduce a dose of realism to offset the overly sanguine viewpoint.

Card 2A gives an impression of the extent to which the actions of other people close to the situation could have 

a net positive impact on the querent's status. A negative or reversed card here might show that there are 

“strings attached” to any show of support. The querent will need “eyes wide open” to correctly negotiate these 

interactions.

Card 3A shows the most effective way to manage the querent's circumstances as they evolve toward closure. A 

negative or reversed card here could imply considerable resistance to the querent's efforts – an “uphill battle.”

Card 4A is a derived “sub-quintessence” (Cards 1A through 3A summed and reduced) intended to show the 

likely benefit of the “best-case” choices made by the querent, and the nature of its expression. It will be a 

Trump card indicative of the importance of its uplifting message to the querent's recovery.

Deck #2, Cards 1B through 4B illustrate the worst-case coping strategy open to the querent. Whether selecting 

this path is a conscious decision or an unconscious avoidance tactic should be carefully explored with the 

querent.

Card 1B is the “way of fear” or pessimism; a negative or reversed card here suggests delusion of the “woe is 

me” variety, perhaps a “persecution complex” if in conflict with the nature of Card 1. A positive card will 

impart a “things aren't as bad as all that” moderating influence.

Card 2B should be read as cautionary; there could be a “snake in the grass” who doesn't have the querent's 

best interests at heart. The advice would be to be careful about who is taken into confidence, since they may try 

to capitalize on the situation while the querent is stressed and distracted. A positive card here could simply 

mean false representations: this individual could be good at hiding his true motives.

Card 3B suggests bad judgment and rash actions in responding to the pressures of the evolving situation, 

especially if things seem to be going downhill. A negative or reversed card here could accelerate the error (the 

“slippery slope” phenomenon), while a positive card could, at best, create a “soft landing” or, at worst, a false 

sense of security on the order of “famous last words” (“What could possibly go wrong?”)

Card 4B is a derived “sub-quintessence” (Cards 1B through 3B summed and reduced) designed to show 

hardships and obstacles posed by the “worst-case” choices made by the querent, and the nature of there 

expression. It will be a Trump card indicative of the importance of its sobering message to the querent's 

recovery.


